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SUMMARY
A four stage model is presented for the control mode man-computer
interface dialogue. It consists of context development, semantic development,
syntactic development, and command execution. Each stage is discussed in
terms of the operator skill levels (naive, novice, competent, and expert) and
pertinent human factors issues. These issues are human problem solving, human
memory, and schemata. The execution stage is discussed in terms of the oper-
ators typing skills. This model provides an understanding of the numdn pro-
cess in command mode activity for computer systems and a foundation for re-
lating system characateristicsto operator characteristics.
INTRODUCTION
Computer systems have two basic modes of operation, the control mode and
the _ata mode.. In the control mode, the operator controls the system by com-
manding it to take specific actions. For a telemetry system, it might be to
acquire a specific data stream. For a teleoperator system, it might be to
extend the arm and pick up an object. For a text editor system, it might be to
delete some portion of the text or to place the text in a specified file. In
the data mode, the operator is either entering data into the system or re-
trieving data from the system. For example, after a text editor has been
commanded to accept text for insertion into a specific location, the text to
be inserted is entered. That is the data entry ,node. Or for a Data Base Man-
agement system, a data request is entered in the control mode and the data is !i
presented to the operator in the data retrieval mode. This paper is concerned
with only the control mode.
The concepts discussed in this paper are the result of reflections on
_tv data taken from a human factors experiment performed in the Deep Space Network
(DSN) at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, a NASA facility (I). The experiment
was a man-computer interface test with approx. 100 operators from the DSN. The
subjects were given a series of tasks on a CRF display of a simulation com-
puter. They had been randomly assigned one of four command formats, single
argument mnemonic, multiple argument mnemonic, prompt, or menu. They entered
the command format into the keyboard to accomplish the task. Their solution
(the command) was displayed on the CRT for feedback. It was also timed and
recorded on disc for subsequent data reduction. Fig. I illustrates the per-
formance time of one of the formats for a specific type of task.
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The vertical dimension is performance time, the time required to complete :..!:e.,
task. The horizontal dimension is the number of times this specific type et
task has been attemptea, it is an experience factor for the sRecific command
for_natand the specific type of task. The first time this type of task was
attempted required an average of 59 sec to complete the task. For the sixth
attempt, the average task completion time was 16 sec The first six attempts
were consecutive. The seventh and nineth attempts were separated from tasks
of the sanw_type by a number of different type tasks. The eight and tenth
attempts were partial tasks and are not of interest in this discussion. What
is interesting is the increased time required to complete a task whe,1 it haS
been separated frownprevious tasks of the same type (ie. 6th at 16 sec and 7th
at 22 sec). At least two explanations can be offered for this performance
differential. One is that the subjects have forgotten because of intervening
tasks. The other is that each task requires a context to be developed and
subsequent same task allows the subject to keep the preceding context. Inter-
vening tasks require that the subject change the context and that requires
some time. Tl_elower curve is the time required to enter the first character
of the command. Ic represeW.s the time required to con_}osethe command, that
_s the think ti,ne. It produces the principle variance in the overall perform-
ance time, The time required to actually execute or type in the command is
the time between the two curves. A four stage nw}del(Fig. 2) is proposed to
represent the total time required to generate or comi}ose a command in the
control mode. It can be used to explain the experimental rerformance time as
typlfied in Fig. I.
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Fig. 2
The first Stdqe is the context development, the operator's definition of the
domain of relevant information for the specific tasks being addressed. The
second stage is the semantic development, the understanding of the factors and
relatlonshlpS which apply to the command generation. The third stage is the
syntactic development of the command, the actual codes and symbols which make
up the command. The fourth and last stage iS the execution of the commaw;d,
typing It ;,to the keyboard and verifying its operation.
HUMAN FACTORS ISSUES
Several human factors issues interact in the control mode model. A very
Important issue is operator skill level. At some skill levels the command
development Is basically a problem solving exercise. At other levels it is
basica1(y a memory exercise. At some _kill levels, the command development is
a cognitive process and at other levels it is an automatic process(schema).
This section presents an operator taxonomy based on skill levels and discusses
human problem solving, memory, and schemata.
Operator Taxonomy
We intultively understand that operators do not all have the same cap-
abilltles and skills, however n_ch of the llterature )nd most applications do
not take operator variablility into account. °'
Operators vary over many dimenslons. Eason (2) uses a "kind of user"
tdxonomy of clerical, manager, and specialists. Clerical users are princi-
: pally data entry operators. Managers are principally data retrievers. And
i speclalists use computer systems as a tool to accomplish some specific jol_.
B_mk_tt (3) divides users into those who are co,Bitted by their jobs to using
the uomputer system and those whose computer use is discretionary. Similarly,
. ) Codd (4) divides users into those (:asualusers w,," ,nfrequentlyuse the system
/, and those dedicated users who frequently use the system. We would expect the
,anner in which they most effectively use the system to be different.
These taxonom=es are rela_ed to how the user makes use of the system.
Another interesting dlmension is skill levels. Eason (S) also considers naive
users who use the system as a tool bu_ Chat do not have a deep knowledge of
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the system. He implies that they are relatively unskilled. Hiltz and Turoff
(6) suggest a four phase user skill development t'rom their experience with
computer conferencing systems. The user initially approaches a system with
uncertainty,. He progresses to a stage of insight when he unders':.ands the
general concepts of the system. The incorporation phase is when the _:chanics
of the system interaction become second nature, a part of the users normal
• environment. And saturation occurs at some point in their experience.
¢.
The Hiltz and Turoff four phase skill development taxonomy can be gen- i ,
eralized by considering that these four phases or stages can be static as well
as dynamic. If a user is a casual operator, he may never develop beyond r_:c
insight stage. The skill level may be a function of the kind of system _nd :
the application tasks as well as a transgtory development phase. To provide a
generalized operator skill taxonomy, skill levels will be defined for naive, i
novice, competent, and expert operators.
Naive operators are those who have essentially no understanding of the
system. They must rely on external assistance (either other users, trainers,
or documer,taticn) iw_order to use the system.
Novice operators are those wr,o have a general but not a specific under-
standing of the system. They know what the system does but typically not hOW
to operate it. They sti]1 need external assistance but of a different kind.
They need a demonstratlon of how to operate the system.
Competent operators are those who understand the system and can use it
effectively. Their knowledge of the system is sufficient for them to deter-
1,1nethe actions required to control the system, primarily a cognitive pro-
cess. They do not require external assistance beyond possibly an occdsional
reference to the user manual to refresh their memory.
Expert operators are those who know tnL system so well that they do no_
nave to think about the control actions their ect!ons are automatic.
Problem Soiving
Problem solving Is th._ process of creatin_ a solution to a given pro-
blem. Over past years there have been many problem solving models presented
(7). They tend to represent the orig'nators perception of the process and the
speciflc types of problems being solved. The problem solvlng models range
from 4 to g stages. Osborn (8) sug_jests a 7 stage generalized model from
wnlcn we will select a 5 stage problem solving model that is appropriate for
the development of the various stages of the control mode model.
* Preparation - gatherln9 the pertinent data.
* Analysis - breaking dewn the relevant material.
* Hypothesis piling up altcrnatives _)y ways of ideas.
* Syntnesls - putting tilepieces together.
* Verification - judging the resultant ideas.
r
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!The peFtinent data is gathered from the problem statement, the documen-
tation, and from the operator-s previous experience on similar problems. The
_.nalysi_ identifies the relevant elements so that the relationships between
them can be evaluated. A number of the most reasonable alternative relation-
ships are selected for further consideration. Synthesis puts the elements
together within the relationships hypothesized, and s_lects the one best so-
lution. That solution is evaluated against the problem statement (or task)
- and the documentation (or the remembered items from the documentation). Any
discrepancy causes iteration back to previous stages in the problem solving
: process.
Memory
Snniederman (g) refers to a 4 element numan memory model. He used the
model in terms of defining the programming process but it is also very useful
in the development or generation of commands in the man-computer dialogue. The
model is presented in Fig. 3.
EXTEk,'NAL
ENVIRONMENT
._ SENSORY ___p SHORTTEI_H LONGTEI_
SENSORS MEMORY N_MORY MEMORY
_ /_CRE;GAN_LIoN:o'N:I
HumanMemory Model
Fig. 3
The external environment is seen, heard, felt, etc., through sensors
Into the sensory memory. ]nformat.on is stored in the sensory memory for a
very short time, a matter of only fractions of a second. For example, an
• image of a printed page wo,ld be stored in the sensory memory. A part of the
Information in t}_esensory ._,emoryis passed onto the short term memory where
'. it is held for a few second's. For example, a set of character:, will be se-
: lected from the page image _n the sensory memory, interpreted, and stored in
the short term _._mory,Short term memory seems to fade slgnlficantly after
some S to 20 seconds, unless it is rebuilt by a procet_ called rehearsal. I'o
hold information in ShOrt term memory for longer periods of time, the In-
dividual concentrates or reiterates that information, that is, rehearses it.
In addition to time limltations, it is also capacity limited. Short term
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memory is limited to about seven units of informatiof (10). Many of the I
operator errors that are experience_ in system operations are due to system
demands which exceed the individual's short ter_._memory cap._bi_ity.Example_
of this problem are the conwnardsthat require 8 to i2 i git freq_Jencynumbers
" (example, 2202786.012 Hz). A method of handling the oigger nuznoersor groups
of characters is available by grouping the characters into meaningful combina-
' tions, each of which is easy to accomodate. This is called "chunking". It is
i|lustrated by the common representation of telephone numbers. Even though
there may be up to 15 digits in a telephone number (area code,number, & ex-
tension) it is grouped into 3 or 4 digit chunks, each with a specific mean]ng
(area code, exchange, line or instrument, and extension number).
Again, some part of the information in the short term memory is passed
to the long term memory where it is held permanently. There seems to be no
limit on the amount of information sto,'eoin long term memory. Two retrieval
methods from long term memory have been suggested (11). One is recall, in
which information is recalled directly from memory. The other is recosnition,
in which the information that cannot be obtained from direct recall can be
recognized when ma'cchedwith some external sensing. For example, an operator
can recall a command mnemonlc for a command that is used frequently, but
cannot recall (or remember) the mnemonic for a command which is used inf-e-
quently. However, he can scan a list of mnemonics and readily recognize the
correct one when he sees it.
Working memory is the area used in processing the task or problem. In
the context of generating commands, ie is the area where the problem solving
activity occurs. The working _emory receives information from the extornel
environ,_nt through the sensory and the short term memories and from the lonq
term mea_ry directly. Parts of the command development process is stored back
into long te-m memory to be used in s,_bsequentcommand generation actlvities.
Srhemata
Another important concept is the automatic actions of an expert operator
doing a repetltive routlne task. It is called a schema. As Zipf (14) has
suggested In his studies on the use of language, people tend to use the min-
imum effort in accomplishing tasks. When a task has become repetitive and
routine an _nd_v_dualdevelops a scenario or schema which he can use to ac-
complish the task without thinking about it (15). Once the task has been iden-
t_f,ed and the proper schema triggered, the Indivldual goes through the ac-
tlons automatically. He doesn't nave to consider and think through each
action _n the schema, an(1h,s declsion requirements are minimized. An example
tnat is familiar to all of us is driving to work. After drivlng the same
route for several years, we can drive it without thlnklng. We do not have to
dec_ue where to turn, now fast to go, where to slow down, how fast to take the
curves, etc., we do all th,_.sethlngs automatically.
When an expert operator on a System uses schemata, hls work load is
decreased and t_s performance is increased. Of course, we have to be careful
that the basic action sequence does not change without our realizing it. That
-6v4-
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would make the schema inappropriate and would lead to errors and incorrect
results. A common cause of operator errors with "He is one of our bes_ oper-
ators" is due to the operator triggering a schema without realizing that the
task has subtly changed. System operati(_gprocedures can be error prone when
the system does not provide adequate clues to the operator that the task is
different from his routine task.
OPERATOR MODEL
The command mode operator model consists of the context development
stage, the semantic oevelopment stage, the syntactic development stage, and
the execution stage.
Context Development
Context is an essential element in human discourse. Without a mutual
understanding of some context our speech would be hopelessly long, involved
and difficult to follow. As human communicators,we typically assume a con-
text based on our understanding of the other person, the situ,ltion,and past
history. This usually works, however, a more interesting situation is when we
do not hava these clues and we hav_ to use our skills to develop the context
under which we will c_rry the conversation. Our conversational success then
depends upon these skills. An advantage in context development between humans
over man-computercontext development is the flexibility that both sides of
• the human conversationcan bring to the process. The typical computer system
is very constrained in this issue. Although there are some exotic programs
c(;ming out of the artificial intelligencefield in which t_e program partici-
pates In the context development (16), the programs which are developed for
most applicationsde_nd that the operator develop the context.
Grosz (17) defines a domain of discourse. Without the ability to focus
on the subset of knowledge relevant to a particular situation, the amount of
knowledge overwhelms even the simplest system. The process of defining this
domain of the dlscourse and to limit the knowledge base needed for a parti- ._
cular appllcation is what we will define as context development.
Context development is the successive narrowing of focus from the gen-
eral to the speciflc. Context development then is a selection process. It
uses eltner problem solving n_ memory de#ending on the skill 'avel of the
operator. Naive operators have no experience to provide _emory capability, so
context development is very much a problem solving process. The system char-
- ac:eristics which aid this process are a well struct,_redman-computer inter-
face (MC!) design and knowledge aids. The MCI structure is most effective when
it requires d minimum of selection at any hierarchical level, and each se-
lection is well identified. Understanding must be developed at each select-
_on, therefore, the system docun_ntation becomes extremely important. As the
4
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operator's skill increases, he operates more on understanding and memory. At
the novice level we would not expect the memery to be extensive, it would most
likely give clues to the problem solving process. Because the understanding
is somewhat greater, the external documentation is of less value. The more
important MCl characteristic is cognitive simplicity (18). Cognitive simp-
• ]icity is the use of internal MCI aids to help the novice operator's under-
standing.
The competent operator has the expcrienc_ that allows him to use his
memory for the context selection process rather then going through a problem
solving process. The expert operator has developed schemata to accomplish the
context develol)ment. All he requires is to identify the situation and he will
trigger the appropriate schema. The competent and expert operaters requlre an
environn_nt which is very straight forward. They would prefer to go right to
the context rather than going through a series of levels or stages. This
requlres a different MCI organization than for naive or novice operators.
Normal system operation requires a change of context or focus as the
system sequences through its tasks. As the task which the system has to
accompli_n cnan_es, the cotltextof the MCI also has to change. This situation
is very slmllar to t_e starting operation context development with two addi-
tional steps involved. The first step is recognition, the operator has to
recognize that the task has changed and that the context must then change, The
second is evaluation, he must evaluate where he is and where he has to go For
naive and novice operators with highly structured MCI's the process must work
in reverse uptil they navigate back to a level which allow them to go forward
again. An MCI design which caters to naive and novice operators must take
particular care to provide for this need. MCI's desig_ed for competent and
expert operators do not have this problem, they can and prefer to go directly
to the new context.
Semantic Development
After the context has been established, the next stage is semantic
development. Command semantics is the knowledge of how the command relates to
the task that it is supposed to accomplish. A command consists of a function
select and possible arguments to satisfy the required parameters for that
function. Some examples:
I. PUMP
2. PUMP/I,0N
The semantic knowledge associated with "PUMP" in #I is that it controls the
pump and turns it on. The "PUMP" in #2 refers to more than one pump and-_-_
argument is required to select the desired pump (ie. I). Also, the function
select "PUMP" in #2 can turn the selected pump on or off, so an argument is
required to determine whether the pump is to be turned on or turned off. This
semantic knowledge is independent of the command style, that is, whether it is
mnemonic, prompt, or _Tmnustyle. This is the semantic development requlred of
the operator, he must understand that part of the system that he is attempting
to control.
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!The naive operator must use a problem solvtng process for semantic
developn,_.,t. Without experience, he has nothing to go on. Three things will
help the naive operator to develop the semantic understanding. One is good
' documentation. That is, documentation or user manuals that a11ows the oper-
ator to rapidly find the function (context) and explictly defines the function
select and the arguments. This would not likely be the Theory of Operations
section of the manual because it tends to be too general and too bulky. It
k would most likely be the Operator Instrurtionssection of the manual because
it tends to be more direct. Second, the system can be designed to have com-
patibility with the operator's previous experience. Compatibility is a tech-
nical term in human factors which means that a process is what a person ex-
pects it to be. His expectations may be due to past experience with similar
systems or to a more natural connection such as a car steering wheel turni-.g
right for a right turn. Compatibility is a powerful way to holp the oper-
ator's semantic development. Third, the MCI can be designed to be "User
Friendly", which seems to be a buzz word for a menu driven system. FIenu
systems tend to help the operator in context development because it leads hlm
through the choices. It is helpful in the semantic development if it is
sufficiently explicit, however, this tends to produce menus which are very
wordy. Another characteristic of a menu system that is helpful to a naive
operator is that, at any level, all the choices are available to the operator.
He may not have to understand the function completely if he is able to cor-
rectly differeniate between the choices (like guessing on a multiple choice
test), But agalr,,the Inenus nltst be explict or a high error rate will be
experienced.
A novice, operator has more experience to draw on. His semantic devel-
opment will most likely be a combination of memory recall and documentation
referal. Even when using the documentatibn, he will very likely be using the
recognition memory mode, he will scan the manual and recognize the command
when he sees it. Prompt and menu MCI formats are appropriate at this skill
level. The menus can be less explict and le._swordy at this level. In fact,
they Should be less wordy or they will become una(tractive.
The competent operator tends to work pri,narily from the recall memory
mode. And the expert tends to operate from his schemata. For both skill
levels, the so called "User Friendly" MCI's are not really friendly. They
"tend to be too long and involved to be comfortable. These operators tend to
lose patience with prompts and menus because their own pacing is faster than
the pacing of the MCI.
Syntactic Development
Shneiderman (g) points out that _yntactic knowledge is the second kind
of Informationstored in long term memory. He also points out that it is more
precise, detailed, and arbitrary, he also suggests that it is more easily
forgotten. Sachs (Ig) supports this suggestion from work in recognition
L_mory for syntactic and semantic aspects of sentences. The meaning of sen-
, tences is much easier to remember than the exact syntax. Of course, in human
discussion the meaning iS important not the exact syntax. Although, philo-
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sophically, the s_me con_..cntappli__sto man-computer communications, ie. it is
the meaning that is important, practically the llmitations on the "under-
standing" capability of the computer increases the inportance of exact syntax
,, considerably.
+
In an MCI, the syntax is the specific codes and symbols used to specify
the command and its arguments, the punctuations or delimiters, and the struc-
"ure that ties th_s_ elements together. The naive op._ratormust determine the
syntax from the documentation or from the display for prompts and menus. His i
task is basically problem solving. The problem is to determine the proper
syntactic element._to implement the semantic development. Aids to the no-
vice's syntact;c development are _hing_ that tie into the semantic content or
are compatible with prior experience, This is the attraction for so called
natural language MCls, they are supposedly compatible with human communication _ '
syntax. Menus are appropriate for naive operators because they minimize the :+
syntactic elements thac he has tO create, he only has to choose between the
elements presented to him.
t
By definitlon, a novice operator has been exposed to the syntax of an +
MCI. He would most likely operate in a problem solving mode for some syn-
tactic elements, from recognition memory for others, and he may be able to
recall other elements. And as he progresses in experienc,_ he develops the
capability to recall more of the syntactic domain. The aids which are im-
portant to the naive operator are still useful to the no.vice operator. He
will most likely refer to the documentation and would respond favorablely to
menus but he is more able to operate independent of these aids. The documen-
tation that he uses would most likely be the Operator Instructions rather than
the Theory of Operations sections and as he becomes more proficient he would
prefer quick-look MCI tables. Cognitive simplicity (18) becomes more impor-
tant for the novice operator because he is often operating from the recogni-
tion memory mode.
The competent operator will be working from the recall memory mode and
as such doesn't need the recognition memory aids or the problem solving aids
which are so useful to the naive and novice operators. He will use the do-
cumentation infrequently. He would prefer process simplicity (18) because it
is easler to execute. Process simplicity is the concept of minimizing the
execution effort. Prompting and menus may be tolerated but they are inappro- ,.
priate and he would prefer the more straight forward mnemonic command style.
He would prefer the increased control which he has with the menemonic command
formats.
The expert operator will be working from schemata. The problem solving
dnd memory aids are inappropriate for him, in fact they are undesirable be-
cause they interfere with schema development. They tend to make the schema
longer, more involved, and harder to execute. The expert operator is likely
to actively dislike a prompt or menu command for_:atbecause they get in his
way (3). They would prefer extreme process simplicity.
+
+
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A complicating factor is that very often an individual operator's skill
( varies greatly over the entire syntactic domain of a system. He may be an
expert in the commands and functions that he uses often, and naive in the
others that he doe._n't use so often. The challenge for the system designer on
an extensive system is to gracefully handle this extreme skill range.
Execution
The execution phase of the model is the actual execution of the command.
Card's (20) keystroke model was for expert users performing routine tdsks.
This model is concered only with the command entry and does not include any
data or text entry. Card provided an excellent discussion of the elements of
the command execution and this paper will not discuss these items further. A
generalized comlMnd mode model must include a broad range of tasks and oper-
at6r skills. Once the operator has developed the syntactic representation of
the command, the skill differential is mainly in typing capability. Operators
can be skilled typists or unskilled typists, A task which contains consider-
able data or text entry usually demands a skilled typist but one which is
primarily command entry only can use either skilled or unskilled typists. The
principle difference between skilled and unskilled typists is the use of the
tOUCh system for the skilled versus a hunt and peck system for the unskilled
typists. Another difference is in the need to look at the keyboard when typ-
ing. The skilled touch typist can maintain his attention on the task while
entering the command, he doesn't have to divert his attention from the task to
look at the keyboard. The unskilled typist must take his attention away from
the task and apply it to selecting the keys on the keyboard, Changing atten-
tion requires the use of short term memory tO Bold the information, The un-
sk111ed typist operator's performance is influenced by his short term memory
l}mitations whereas the skilled typists are not operating under this limit-
ation. The short term memory limitation causes the operator to have to chunk
information into small groups, a process which can be error prone if the MCI
was not designed to accomodate it,
Task and typing st-illinteract to influence the operator performance. A
_ask which demands the operators continous attention will suffer with an
unskilled typist and should have a skilled typists. A task which allows the
operator to compose the command syntax in his head and does no_ require con-
tinous attention would be appropriate for either a skilled o_ unskilled typist
operator.
Some observations from the typing tests of the DSN Hunan Factors ex-
I_ periment (i):
i 1. The performance difference between trained and untrained typists is
approximately 1:2,
2. Random characters are ,_re difficult to type than English text. This
supports other flndings in the literature (21).
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3. The trained typist's speed for a differentnumberof randomchar-
acters in a groupis quite constant. This supportsthe positionthat they do
not have to taketheir attentionaway fromthe task.
c'
4. The untrainedtypistsspeed decreasedfor increasednumber of random
characters in a grcup {over the range 3 to g charactersper group). This
supportstne shortterm memory influenceon untrainedtyping performance.
t
S. The above comments apply to alphabetic charactersonly. When the
full rangeof ASCIIcharacterswere_allowedin the random character groups,
whether the operators were trainedor untrainedwas immaterial. Appareatiy
typingtrainingdoesn'thandlenumbers,punctuationsymbols,or other special
symbolsverywelI.
This execution model which includes a variablefor trained/untrained
typistssuggests that consideration for operators typing skill should be
included in the MCl design. If the expecteduser po_ulationcontainsa high
proportionof untrained typis_, Short term memory limitations should be
seriously consideredin the MCl design. It also suggeststhat, regardlessof
the typingskill,the MCI shouldbe designedwith commands that are familiar
to the operatorratherthan what might seem likea collectionof randG_char-
acters.
. CONCLUSION
A fourstagemode]of the controlmode command generation process has
been presented. It consists of the subelementsof the cognitiveprocessof
composingthe commandand physicalelementof the execution of the composed
command. The compositionsubelementsare the contextdevelopment,the seman-
tic development,and the syntacticdevelopment.
The value of this mode] is in the understandingof the human process
that it givesto the systemdesignerwhen designingthe system'smap-computer
interface. It provides a foundation for relating MCI characteristicsto
dlfferentoperatorskil] levels. We would expe_t that matching these char-
acteristics (man and machine) would providesystemsthat are "easy to use",
have few errors,and havebetteruser satisfaction.
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